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Let’s get started 

Up next: Reading the Abstract 

1. Once logged in you will see
the abstract review control
panel on the left side of
the screen. If you have not
done so already, you will
have to complete a conflict
of interest disclosure form.
Click ‘add new’ to
complete the disclosure
form.

2. Once the form is
completed you will see a
list of abstracts assigned
for your review organized
by topic.

3. Select your first abstract
from the list and click ‘go’.



Reading the Abstract 

Up next: Rubric to Score the abstract 

The abstract will 
appear on the 
right side of the 
screen along with 
other important 
information. Read 
the abstract 
thoroughly before 
rating it. 



Below the abstract text you will find the rubric used to score abstracts.  Maximum number of points 
may vary depending on the Section and the number of criteria to be scored. 

Rubric to Scoring the Abstract 

Up next: Abstaining 



If you find that you were assigned your own abstract or are familiar with the abstract you should recuse 
yourself by indicating in the ‘abstain’ box the reason for recusing.  

Abstaining 

Up next: Rating the abstract 



Rate each criteria and refer to the rubric to determine acceptance/decline of abstract. 

Rating the abstract 

Up next: Recommendations 



Recommendations 

Up next: Review Scores 

1. If you find the abstract is newsworthy indicate your reason in the box below. 

2. Make your final recommendations for accepting or declining the abstract 

 

 



Review Scores 

Once reviews are completed you will see your scores in the left review window and a message on the right 
that confirms your scores have been received. Click on “Score Summary” to view and/or print out your 
scores. 

Up next: Score Summary 



Score Summary 
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